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Welcome
Welcome to the second Mahlab Roundtable Report.
In this report, we focus on the role of the company secretary.
Mahlab’s Roundtable discussions with senior company secretaries highlighted a range of issues and
developments that tended to fall under two broad themes: the changing scope of the role itself, and
the challenges of resourcing and retaining talent.
Roundtable participants represented companies from a range of industries including financial services,
property, construction and infrastructure, energy and resources, technology, primary industry,
manufacturing, fast moving consumer goods, pharmaceuticals and health care. They managed small
and large secretariats.
This report is a useful adjunct to the first report, which focused on general counsel and was produced
in October 2014. We plan ongoing roundtables with stakeholders from private practice, HR and inhouse law, selecting topics for in-depth discussions that puzzle, motivate and entertain our guests and
our readers.
Roundtables are conducted under Chatham House Rules.
We thank all participants for their enthusiastic and candid involvement. Please join in the conversation
with #MahlabRound, follow @MahlabLegal and connect with us on LinkedIn.

Sincerely,
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The role of the company secretary
Small teams, big roles
The role of the company secretary has broadened in scope in recent years to encompass risk
management, corporate governance and regulatory compliance.
To fully understand this nuanced and specialised field, our Roundtable discussion with senior
company secretaries identified several factors that influence the way the role is perceived and
is practiced, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Company type (i.e. listed versus non-listed company)
Company size
Organisational structure and reporting lines
Skills and qualifications of the incumbent, and
Relationships with boards, executives and functional departments.

Delving deeper into these factors, it is clear that the company secretary has a wide-ranging array
of duties and responsibilities, as well as challenges that are quite specific to the role.
In large, Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) listed companies, the company secretary will generally
report to the chairperson or chief executive officer. In these companies, the advent of dual general
counsel/company secretary roles often means that the day-to-day company secretarial function may
be delegated in all but name to an experienced assistant company secretary. Where the company
secretary is a stand-alone role, it is becoming more common for that role to report to the company’s
general counsel.
Company secretaries of these larger ASX companies described an expectation by management that
the internal company secretariat can do everything and as a consequence acts as a ‘catch all’
function. While company secretaries are increasingly doing more with less in a complex regulatory
environment, they are coping with these pressures by simplifying processes and eliminating what is
not needed. The use of technology has also assisted in this regard.

Who is responsible for risk and compliance?
Company secretaries reported that in some companies, confusion exists as to where responsibility
for risk and compliance lies, and what role the company secretary plays.
It is clear that for some there is a risk advisory role, whereas for others accountability for risk and
compliance rests squarely with the company secretary. As one company secretary stated “the
company secretary is the trusted advisor, not only responsible for good governance, board reporting,
attending committee meetings, they are the ‘eyes and ears’ on risk and compliance while also working
more with finance and other heads of business”.
This is an emerging issue and our participants agreed that many companies have yet to clearly define
accountability for risk management and regulatory compliance.

To be a lawyer or not to be
The regulatory environment and increased focus on risk has meant that in many companies there is a
preference for company secretaries with legal qualifications. It is argued that having a qualification in
the law adds rigour to the role, and it is apparent that there is an increasing demand for such
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qualifications, particularly as the scope widens to include increased corporate governance
responsibilities.
Large ASX listed companies in particular have expressed a strong preference for legally qualified
secretarial professionals. Some company secretaries indicated their teams comprise a mix of legally
qualified company secretaries and others without legal qualifications. These non-legal professionals
have accounting, finance or marketing qualifications, or are simply career company secretaries that
have learnt their skills on the job.

Perception is everything
There are marked differences in how the company secretarial function is perceived within
organisations at board level and within companies. Many of the senior level company secretaries
reported good levels of interaction with the board. It was noted that key decision makers’ views of
corporate governance have a direct relationship with how they perceive company secretary value. And
crucially, the level of support for the company secretary by the chairperson, CEO, CFO and other
senior management figures strongly influences how the rest of the company sees the role. Where the
level of support is high, company secretaries report that they have higher visibility, more responsibility
and the value of the function is recognised.
A company secretary’s business acumen and understanding of operations also impacts the way in
which the role is perceived, and their overall effectiveness. Company secretaries that are viewed as
being open, approachable and consultative report increased involvement in the broader business and
reported higher levels of recognition of their value. It was also important for the company secretary to
not be seen as a ‘road block’, particularly given their access to the board and senior executives.
Company secretaries recognise that to do their job effectively they need strong internal relationships
across all levels of the business. So-called ‘soft skills’ in collaboration and relationship-building is
critical.

Going digital
The increasing necessity of adapting to new digital technologies is common to most industries,
however, for company secretaries a major challenge is managing the sensitive nature of board
materials. Shifting to an online board portal from paper-based systems is becoming a more common
approach to managing and disseminating board papers. The company secretary needs to understand
how this can be best used to support the board and the CEO.
Our Roundtable discussion highlighted resistance from board members as a particular challenge in
adopting a board portal. Company secretaries say this is due to fears about security and compliance,
and just plain technology know-how. Evolving technology and the passage of time is alleviating these
issues somewhat, and the establishment of online management portals with simple user interfaces
also helps to transition reluctant board members. In fact, it is common now to see board members
attend meetings with iPads or tablets that they use to access board portals in real time.
For board members finding the transition particularly challenging, company secretaries report that inhouse training sessions for directors (sometimes on a one-on-one basis) have been vital in the
introduction and acceptance of an online portal. It was also noted in our discussions that the benefits
of less paper and more efficient document management soon overcomes initial resistance and is a
welcome development for time-poor directors.
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Finding and retaining talent
A jack-of-all-trades?
As the responsibilities of the company secretary and assistant company secretary roles broaden, so
do the skills requirements for those fulfilling the positions. Over the past decade, there has been a
trend towards recruiting company secretary professionals who also hold law degrees. This is now
filtering down to the assistant company secretary level. The pool of candidates with a legal
qualification, in addition to proven company secretary experience, is relatively small. It is further
reduced when there is a requirement for experience gained within an ASX-listed company.
The range of courses offered by the Governance Institute of Australia is one way to build on technical
capability and to build professional qualifications. The courses are broad ranging and vary to meet the
changing demands and requirements of the company secretary.

Managing expectations
The company secretary role often requires the support of an assistant company secretary. But when
recruiting for such a role, our Roundtable participants stressed the importance of setting expectations
up front. If the assistant role is essentially an administrative one, the position will require someone with
exceptional organisational and administrative skills. This person may have grown into the role from
being an experienced executive assistant. If the assistant role is responsible for a large number of
subsidiaries, and holding the company secretary function for these subsidiaries, they must bring the
interpersonal and technical skills to support these higher-level duties.
In small company secretariats, the career advancement opportunities can be limited for assistant
company secretaries. Part of their role is administrative by necessity, and skilled lawyers who are
accustomed to being challenged by the complexity of their work can outgrow the assistant role and
feel they have nowhere to go.
Like many corporate departments, the company secretariat is now doing more with less. So even
though the assistant company secretary may be stimulated by the volume of work, if it doesn’t provide
continued challenges and professional development opportunities, it can quickly lead to a lack of
stimulation and ultimately, stagnation. It then becomes a retention issue as they leave the company in
search of something more challenging.
In addition, top ASX 100 company secretaries looking to recruit an assistant company secretary from
a smaller or lower cap ASX-listed company may find that their new employee is not keen to relinquish
their status as intermediary between the board and the executive team.

Recognising value with dollars
One of the major challenges confronting company secretaries relates to remuneration and how the
role is to be adequately measured. Remuneration for company secretary positions is generally
between $200,000 and $370,000 and this has remained steady in recent times, despite increasing
responsibilities and role scope. Company secretary remuneration is influenced by:
•
•
•
•

Company size whether it is publicly listed
Scope and responsibilities of the position
Level of experience and qualifications of the incumbent, and
Senior management perception of the value of the role.

A common theme to emerge from the Roundtable discussion was that it is very difficult to accurately
quantify the contribution and assess the worth of the company secretary position when calculating
remuneration. It was stated that if things are running smoothly and company secretaries are doing
their job effectively they can become somewhat invisible. As many company secretaries lament,
“we’re not really noticed unless something goes wrong!”
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Company secretaries cannot point to tangible bottom line contribution to correlate to salary increases
or bonus payments. As a result, company secretaries’ salaries can stagnate despite their everincreasing range of responsibilities.
There was also a feeling that company secretaries need to be more proactive in setting clear KPIs to
demonstrate their value to the business and consequently be more appropriately remunerated. It was
suggested that 360-degree feedback sessions or involvement in specific projects will assist in
improving remuneration packages.

Where to from here?
Discussion of the career development opportunities that exist for senior company secretaries
highlighted the natural fit in moving to a non-executive director role on a board, or in moving to a
consulting role where they can provide sound advice on governance and company secretarial issues.
In moving to a board role, a company secretary can bring the benefit of experience in processing
information, analysing complex issues and balancing potentially conflicting points of view. But to make
this transition, company secretaries need to demonstrate strong business acumen, strategic
understanding and effective people skills, in addition to legal and governance knowledge.
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